A nonlinear mathematical analysis for non-Darcian magneto-viscoelastic nanoliquid is elaborated in this research. Flow is caused by stratified surface having permeable nature. The Robin's type boundary conditions are imposed at moving surface. Brownian diffusion, heat source and thermophoretic aspects are accounted. Complex systems are simplified through the well-known boundary-layer concept which is subsequently transfigured to ordinary ones via transformation technique. Furthermore the meaningful physical variables arising in nondimensional problems are elucidated via graphs.
Introduction
It is well-known that orthodox heat transferring materials for illustration water, ethylene-glycol (EG) and mineral oil have inadequate heat transport characteristics in comparison to solids. An innovative approach regarding liquids heat transport is to adjourn smaller solid elements in liquids. This innovative class of liquid identified as nanoliquid was firstly elaborated by Choi [1] in 1995. Nanoliquid elaborates a solid-liquid concoction comprising fundamental lower volume fraction having higher conductivity solid nano-particles. Such liquids have ample uses for instance melt-spinning, production of glass-fiber, airplanes and micro-reactors etc. Researchers considered nanoliquid mechanisms like thermal diffusion, thermophoretic, particle-particle coupling, Brownian movement, micro-convection and conduction subjected to aggregates. Some experimental researches declare nano-particles Brownian movement is leading aspect that significantly affect liquids thermal competence. Few recent analyses featuring nanoliquid dynamics under distinct characteristics are mentioned in Refs. [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] .
Another appealing approach for heat transference improvement in industrial structures is the consideration of porous medium for illustration, the utilization of porous materials based on Recently the procedure of implementing both nanoliquid and porous medium has greeted massive consideration and has directed to ample researches in this domain. Nano-particles 4 disseminated in nanoliquid augment the effective conductivity while porous media upsurges the surface area in relation to solid surface and liquid. Consequently it appears that utilizing both nanoliquid and porous media can raise the effectiveness of standard thermal system meaningfully [11] .
Abovementioned analyses witness that nanoliquid and porous medium are considered for viscous liquid situation. Here we aimed to account porous medium aspect employing generalized Darcy relation for hydromagnetic nanoliquid flow considering viscoelastic (second-grade) liquid. Such consideration is in fact the modification of Darcy expression through boundary features and inertia. Such characteristics cannot be overlooked at higher flow rate. Numerous investigators implemented this relation for flow analysis (for detail see [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] ). Present research further includes double stratification, suction/injection, heat generation and convective conditions. HAM [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] is opted to achieve non-linear convergent problems. Furthermore the meaningful variables arising in formulated problem are elucidated through graphs.
Formulation
An incompressible viscoelastic (second-grade) liquid flow by permeable stratified surface is formulated. Hydromagnetic characteristics are accounted for flow analysis. The Robin's type boundary conditions in addition to double stratification are imposed at moving surface (see Fig.   1 ). Brownian diffusion, heat source and thermophoretic aspects are retained. By employing overhead suppositions, we have:        2  3  2  3  2  2  2  0  1  2  3 
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Simulation procedure and outcomes
In the present article HAM (homotopy analysis method) is utilized to compute the non-linear problems (Eqs. (7)- (11)). This approach is based on semi-analytical technique which uses the concept of homotopy to produce convergent solutions. To fulfill the purpose, one can witness the ranges of and Convergence at 15th order approximation is developed (as shown in Eqs. (7)- (9)). An excellent agreement is achieved with Ref. 19 (see Table 2 ). Effects of various parameters like Pr, , Ha 1 , 
Final remarks
In the present work the magneto-hydrodynamics of a viscoelastic nanoliquid with non-Darcian properties is explored. The integration of convective conditions and stratifications with such fluid flow problem make it even more novel. The resulting nonlinear ordinary differential Re .
x Nu  0.5 Re x Sh  is an increasing function of Sc and 2  .
Concentration and temperature diminishes due to stratifications and convective conditions. It is worth-mentioning that modeled analysis corresponds to viscous nanoliquid situation when material parameter   0.
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